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Abstract
Purpose To perform an international survey on current practices in imaging-based surveillance, diagnosis, staging, and
assessment of treatment response for HCC.
Materials and methods Three themes were covered in this international survey: demographics of respondents and liver
imaging expertise; imaging practices for screening, surveillance, diagnosis, staging, and assessment of treatment response
for HCC; and diagnostic imaging systems used. Descriptive summaries were created.
Results Of 151 respondents, 22.5% were from Asia, 6.0% from Europe, 19.9% from North America, 26.5% from South
America, and 25.2% from Australasia; 57.0% respondents worked in academic and 34.4% in private or mixed settings. Noncontrast ultrasound was most commonly used for screening and surveillance of HCC (90.7%), and multiphase computed
tomography was used for diagnosis (96.0%). Extracellular contrast agents (69.5%) were the most commonly used MRI
contrast agents and Lumason/SonoVue (31.1%) is the most commonly used contrast-enhanced ultrasound contrast agent. A
majority (94.0%) of respondents use ancillary imaging features for assessment of liver lesions in at-risk patients. Usage of
diagnostic imaging systems for HCC varied by region. RECIST or mRECIST criteria were most commonly used for assessing HCC treatment response (48.3%). Most respondents agreed that a standardized classification for the diagnosis of HCC
is needed (68.9%) and that an atlas and lexicon would help improve inter-reader agreement (71.5%).
Conclusion Practices and recommendations for imaging of HCC vary between geographical regions. Future efforts to develop
a unified system should address regional differences and potential barriers for adoption of a standardized diagnostic system
for HCC.
Keywords Hepatocellular carcinoma · Imaging · Clinical practice · Diagnosis · Standardization
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Introduction

Survey methods

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the fourth most common cause of cancer-related death and sixth in incidence
worldwide [1, 2]. In the West, its incidence has tripled
since 1975 [3]. The prevalence of HCC is highly heterogenous and its distribution correlates to main etiologic and
environmental risk factors: geographical variances, ethnicity, exposure to hepatotropic viruses or lifestyles [4–6].
HCC is among the few malignancies that can be diagnosed definitively without biopsy confirmation, as current
imaging tools allow accurate characterization of liver observations if stringent imaging criteria are applied [7, 8]. In
an effort to provide guidance, many medical societies have
developed and updated imaging systems to assess HCC
based on technical improvements and advances in knowledge [9–11]. Unfortunately, discrepancies between these
imaging systems have created heterogeneity in the contexts
of HCC surveillance, screening, diagnosis, and management [5, 12]. Some factors that account for these differences
include: different target populations, recommended screening and surveillance algorithms, availability of diagnostic
imaging modalities, level of expertise and technical requirements, terminology, usage of major and ancillary imaging
features, staging and transplant eligibility criteria, and methods for assessment of treatment response.
Standardization may improve the communication within
the research community and among healthcare professionals involved in the care of patients with or at risk for HCC.
Although the multiplicity of systems reflects different clinical practices around the world, they create barriers for
the production, dissemination and adoption of evidencebased knowledge in patient care. However, before further
efforts can be made to standardize the many aspects of
HCC imaging, and, potentially, achieve the unification of
systems, it is important to comprehend the similarities and
differences in imaging practices around the globe.
The primary aim of this study was to perform an international survey on current practices in imaging-based surveillance, diagnosis, staging, and assessment of treatment
response for HCC. A secondary aim was to inform the
development of a unified system addressing regional differences and potential barriers to adoption of a standardized diagnostic system for HCC.

A comprehensive electronic questionnaire (Supplemental
Material 1) was designed by 3 authors ([initials withheld
to preserve blinding] with 13 and 17 years of experience in
liver imaging and 2 years in medicine) and reviewed by 9
authors ([initials withheld to preserve blinding] with 27, 26,
10, 38, 19, 32, 25, 12, and 16 years of experience in liver
imaging, respectively).
The electronic survey was sent to radiologists to assess
current practices in imaging-based surveillance, diagnosis,
staging, and assessment of treatment response for HCC at
their institution and region. Data were collected from March
22, 2018, to November 14, 2018. The survey was completed
online by all respondents and answers were automatically
returned to authors for collection and tabulation.
Survey respondents were members of three international
radiology societies: the Liver Imaging Reporting And Data
System (LI-RADS) International Working Group under the
umbrella of the American College of Radiology (ACR), the
Society of Abdominal Radiology (SAR), and the European
Society of Radiology (ESR). The LI-RADS International
Working Group is a group of radiologists and liver experts
aiming to promote international collaboration, understanding and adoption of LI-RADS. Members of the LI-RADS
International WG were contacted by survey authors and
members of the SAR and ESR by their scientific society.
The surveys included general information about the study
and instructions for survey completion.
As shown in Supplemental Material 1, the survey
included introductory text and instructions about the survey
followed by 44 multiple-choice questions. It covered three
major themes: (1) demographics of respondents and their
level of liver imaging expertise; (2) imaging practices for
screening, surveillance, diagnosis, staging, and assessment
of treatment response for HCC; and (3) overview of the clinical practice for HCC. The survey also asked for feedback
on LI-RADS usefulness and applicability at their institution.

Statistical analysis
Descriptive summaries were created using Excel (version
16.16.9, Microsoft, Redmond, Wash).

Results
Materials and methods

Demographic of survey respondents

The institutional review board at the [institution name
withheld to preserve blinding] granted an exemption for
this electronic survey.

Table 1 summarizes demographic data of the survey
respondents. Of the 151 respondents, 22.5% (34 of 151)
were from Asia, 6.0% (9 of 151) from Australasia, 19.9%
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Table 1  Demographic data for 151 respondents
Variable
Geographic practice region
Asia
Australasia
Europe
North America
South America
Body fellowship trained
Yes
No
Type of practice
Academic
Private
Mixed private and academic
Other
Liver transplant center
Yes
No
Year completed residency
1970–1979
1980–1989
1990–1999
2000–2009
2010–2017
Years of practice
<5
5–10
10–15
15–20
> 20
Expertise in liver imaging
Expert in liver imaging
Abdominal or GI radiologist with greater than average knowledge and skill in liver imaging
Abdominal or GI radiologist with average knowledge and skill in liver imaging
Abdominal or GI radiologist with limited exposure to liver imaging
General radiologist with greater than average knowledge and skill in liver imaging
General radiologist with average knowledge and skill in liver imaging
General radiologist with limited exposure to liver imaging
Other
Number of radiologists per group
≤5
6–10
11–15
16–20
21–25
26–30
> 30
PubMed scientific papers publication
None
1–3

Number of respondents
(n = 151)

Percentage
of total (%)

34
9
30
40
38

22.5
6.0
19.9
26.5
25.2

115
36

76.2
23.8

86
10
52
3

57.0
6.6
34.4
2.0

96
55

63.6
36.4

1
18
26
63
43

0.7
11.9
17.2
41.7
28.5

14
39
31
25
42

9.3
25.8
20.5
16.6
27.8

60
65
8
0
4
3
1
10

39.7
43.0
5.3
0
2.6
2.0
0.7
6.6

16
17
17
19
15
9
58

10.6
11.3
11.3
12.6
9.9
6.0
38.4

92
42

60.9
27.8
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Table 1  (continued)
Variable
4–10
> 10
PubMed review papers publications
None
1–3
4–10
> 10
Research grants as PI directly related to HCC imaging
None
1
>1

(30 of 151) from Europe, 26.5% (40 of 151) from North
America, and 25.2% (38 of 151) from South America. In
total, 32 different countries were represented. Respondents
were affiliated with 135 different institutions. Nine institutions had more than one respondent. Of the 151 respondents, 16.6% (25 of 151) were affiliated with an institution
with more than one respondent. The majority of respondents
reported working in academic settings (57.0% [86 of 151]),
mixed private and academic (34.4% [52 of 151]) and/or in
a liver transplant center (63.6% [96 of 151]). There was a
median of 24 radiologists per practice group. Experts in liver
imaging accounted for 39.7% (60 of 151) of all respondents,
whereas 43.0% (65 of 151) of respondents were abdominal
or gastrointestinal radiologists with greater than average

Fig. 1  Imaging systems used for diagnosis of HCC by region
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Number of respondents
(n = 151)

Percentage
of total (%)

9
8

6.0
5.3

78
35
13
25

51.7
23.2
8.6
16.6

118
13
20

78.1
8.6
13.2

knowledge of liver imaging. Median experience of respondents was 13 years with an interquartile range of 13 years.

Diagnostic imaging systems for HCC
Figure 1 and Supplemental E1 summarize imaging systems
used for diagnosis, staging and assessment of treatment
response of HCC by region. Liver Imaging Reporting and
Data System (LI-RADS) was the most used imaging system
worldwide (66.9% [101 of 151]), followed by the American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD)
(29.8% [45 of 151]), and the European Organization for
Research and Treatment of Cancer (EASL-EORTC) (22.5%
[34 of 151]). Several systems co-exist within each region.
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While LI-RADS usage peaked in South America (78.9%
[30 of 38]), Australasia (77.8% [7 of 9]) and North America
(72.5% [29 of 40]), the prevalence of use of LI-RADS in
Europe (56.7% [17 of 30]) was identical to the use of EASLEORTC (56.7% [17 of 30]). In Asia, a similar proportion of
survey participants used the AASLD (50% [17 of 34]) and
LI-RADS (52.9% [18 of 34]) algorithms.

Imaging practices for HCC
Imaging in populations at risk for HCC was performed for
diagnosis by 98.7% [149 of 151], screening and surveillance by 90.7% [137 of 151]), and monitoring of treatment
response by 93.4% [141 of 151] of the respondents. About
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half of the respondents (51.0% [77 of 151]) used more than
one imaging system for interpretation, lesions categorization, and reporting of observations in patients at risk for
HCC.
Figure 2 and Table E2 summarize the use of imaging
methods for screening and surveillance of HCC by region.
Non-contrast ultrasound was most commonly used for
screening and surveillance of HCC (90.7% [137 of 151]),
followed by multiphase computed tomography (CT) (76.2%
[115 of 151]).
Figures 3, 4, and Table E3 summarize the use of imaging
methods and biopsy for the diagnosis of HCC by region.
Overall, multiphase CT was the most used modality for diagnosis (96% [145 of 151]), followed by MRI, multiphase,

Fig. 2  Screening and surveillance imaging methods for HCC by region

Fig. 3  Diagnostic imaging methods for HCC by region
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Fig. 4  Diagnostic biopsy indications for lesions where biopsy is feasible by region

with extracellular agents or with gadobenate dimeglumine
(Multihance) (82.8% [125 of 151]). Although multiphase CT
was widely used in all regions, differences were observed in
the usage of extracellular agents or gadobenate dimeglumine
vs. gadoxetate disodium for MRI between regions. Biopsy
was reported as the diagnostic modality by 50.3% (76 of
151) of respondents and was most commonly performed
for lesions that are probably or definitely malignant but do
not meet imaging criteria for HCC (88.7% [134 of 151]).
On average, only 4.6% (7 of 151) of respondents reported
performing biopsy for lesions that were definitely HCC on
imaging studies.
Most respondents reported lesions suspicious for HCC
by probability (e.g., the lesion was assigned a category that
reflects the probability of being HCC) (72.2% [109 of 151]),
whereas few respondents reported lesions in an unstructured
manner (17.9% [27 of 151]) or with binary classification
(9.9% [15 of 151]).

Fig. 5  Ancillary imaging features usage for HCC diagnosis
by region
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Table E4 summarizes contrast agent utilization by region.
Extracellular contrast agents (69.5% [105 of 151]) were the
most commonly used MRI contrast agents. Many respondents (48.3% [73 of 151]) reported that CEUS was not performed at their institution. For those who did, Lumason/
SonoVue (31.1% [47 of 151]) was the most commonly used
contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) contrast agent.
Table E5 summarizes major and ancillary imaging features considered for the diagnosis of definite HCC by region.
Figure 5 illustrates the usage of ancillary imaging features
for HCC diagnosis by region. Among major imaging features, growth (80.1% [121 of 151]), capsule appearance on
enhanced images (76.2% [115 of 151]) and arterial phase
hyperenhancement (but only if non-rim-like) (68.2% [103
of 151]) were most used. A majority (94% [142 of 151]) of
respondents use ancillary imaging features for assessment of
liver lesions in at-risk patients. Restricted diffusion (83.1%
[118 of 142]), intralesional fat (81.7% [116 of 142]) and
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nodule-in-nodule architecture (79.6% [113 of 142]) were the
most commonly used by individual radiologists.
Table E6 summarizes practices for HCC staging, management, assessment of transplant eligibility, and response to
treatment by region. Figure 6 illustrates assessment of treatment response of HCC by region. Regional discrepancies
were observed, mainly between North America and other
regions. While the Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer (BCLC)
staging system (advocated by EASL-EORTC and AASLD)
was overall the most commonly used staging system (51.0%
[77 of 151]), its use in North America was only 12.5% (5 of
40). In contrast, 36.4% (55 of 151) of respondents, including
72.5% (29 of 40) of North American respondent, reported
using the Radiological T-staging system (advocated by
OPTN and LI-RADS).
Table E7 summarizes the clinical practice in treatment
and liver transplantation for HCC by region. The most used
treatment methods for HCC were transarterial chemoembolization (93.4% [141 of 151]) and surgical resection (93.4%
[141 of 151]). About 41.7% (63 of 151) of respondents
reported that their institutions performed deceased donor
liver transplantation 76–100% of the time.

LI‑RADS usefulness and applicability at their
institution
Table E8 and E9 summarize LI-RADS usage among survey
respondents and their opinion about standardization of HCC
diagnosis and reporting tools, respectively. Most respondents totally agreed that a standardized classification for the
diagnosis of HCC is needed (68.9% [104 of 151]) and that an
atlas and lexicon would help improve inter-reader agreement
(71.5% [108 of 151]).
Table E10 summarizes the respondents’ opinions about
standardization of HCC diagnosis and reporting tools. With
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regard to barriers to the adoption of LI-RADS at their institution, 37.7% (57 of 151) reported no barriers to adoption,
while 43.7% (66 of 151) reported the lack of use by referring clinicians and 29.8% (45 of 151) reported the lack of
endorsement by regional clinical practice guidelines as barriers to adoption.

Discussion
We conducted an international survey to consult key opinion
leaders, liver imaging experts, and abdominal radiologists
on imaging modalities, imaging features, and diagnostic
imaging systems for HCC. Our results provide a preliminary overview of regional practices in HCC imaging, from
screening to treatment options. They also reveal the multiplicity and heterogeneity of these practices as well as recognition by respondents of the need to standardize HCC
diagnosis and reporting systems.
The relevance of imaging for the management of HCC
was confirmed in our survey as demonstrated by the high
rates of imaging usage for diagnosis, screening, and monitoring of treatment response. LI-RADS, AASLD, and EASL
were the most widely used imaging systems. AASLD and
EASL are imaging systems developed by regional hepatology associations, hence making their usage in their corresponding regions more prevalent. The high prevalence of
LI-RADS use by the respondents was also expected considering that a majority of respondents were members of
the LI-RADS International Working Group, and therefore
aware of its components and imaging criteria. Of note, a
non-negligible proportion of the survey respondents (33.1%)
do not use LI-RADS. The main barriers to adoption of LIRADS provided by respondents was that it is not used by
referring clinicians or that it is not recommended by clinical

Fig. 6  Assessment of treatment response of HCC by region
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practice guidelines in their countries. Additional research
will be needed to determine if there is an education gap
among referring clinicians. About half of the respondents
reported using more than one imaging system in their daily
practices. The use of multiple systems concurrently may
create confusion and introduce inconsistencies in communication. Considering the multidisciplinary nature of HCC
management, the authors of this manuscript believe that all
aspects of imaging, from interpretation to reporting, must be
communicated effectively with hepatologists, surgeons, and
other stakeholders involved in patient care.
For HCC surveillance in at-risk patients, non-contrast
ultrasound was the most commonly used imaging method,
in keeping with recommendations by Eastern and Western
societies [13–17]. Overall, surveillance practices have led to
a reduction in mortality among patients at risk for HCC [14].
However, the ideal HCC surveillance modality is debatable
and may depend on the characteristics of the patient population. Although ultrasound is the most commonly used imaging method for screening and surveillance, its sensitivity for
HCC is low [18]. Interestingly, in our survey, multiphase
contrast-enhanced CT was reported as a surveillance tool
by 76.2% (115 of 151) of respondents. Although there are
concerns regarding the risks of radiation in patients undergoing surveillance, these may be put into perspective considering the shorter life expectancy of patients with advanced
liver disease. Additionally, emerging data has shown CT as
the most cost-effective strategy for HCC surveillance [19].
The benefits of routine CT for surveillance may potentially
outweigh the potential harms if HCC risk stratification were
considered in the selection of surveillance methods [20].
For diagnosis of HCC, multiphasic CT and MRI were
the most commonly used imaging modalities. Both methods
have high specificity for HCC when stringent imaging criteria are applied, and therefore, are incorporated in all existing
guidelines and systems [10, 21]. Although minor differences
among these systems worldwide exist, there is a large consensus that multiphasic CT and MRI are appropriate for the
definite diagnosis of HCC, and these practices are reflected
by current survey results.
According to survey respondents, biopsy was seldom
used for lesions deemed “definitely HCC”. There is some
discrepancy between radiological and pathological visions
on the use of biopsy in HCC, namely in the context of treatment and prognostic evaluation [22, 23]. Nowadays, liver
masses that meet imaging criteria for definite HCC can be
diagnosed with high specificity, hence alleviating the need
for biopsy confirmation [24]. This paradigm was shared by
most respondents, regardless of the imaging system they use.
Major discrepancies were observed between respondents
for staging and assessment of transplant eligibility, and in
the assessment of treatment response. This is expected due
to the heterogeneity of treatment modalities and systems. For
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treatment response assessment, the two main systems used
were mRECIST (EASL-EORTC, AASLD, KLCSG) and
LI-RADS Treatment Response (LR-TR) algorithm. While
mRECIST was introduced in 2008 [25], LR-TR algorithm
was released more recently (2017), which may explain its
lower adoption rate.
Most respondents agreed that a standardized classification for the diagnosis of HCC is needed and that an atlas and
lexicon would help improve inter-reader agreement. This
is in line with recent studies that have demonstrated that
the adoption of standardized reporting has been shown to
improve patient care and outcomes [26, 27]. The adoption of
standardized terminology may improve patient care through
many aspects, one being the dissemination of knowledge and
incorporation of research results into clinical practice. The
translation of results and standardized management recommendations from research to clinical settings may improve
practices and benefit patients from primary care to tertiary
facilities.
Standardization also facilitate dissemination of knowledge and incorporation of research results from institutions
adopting the same terminology. Further, adoption of a standard terminology would provide research benefits as well by
facilitating meta-analyses and to evaluate the diagnostic
performance and external validity of diagnostic criteria. To
be applied to clinical practice, results need to be reported in
a granular fashion—clearly, precisely, and unambiguously.
A secondary aim of this survey was to inform the development of a unified system addressing regional differences
and potential barriers to adoption of a unified diagnostic
system for HCC, if supported by scientific data. For example, the majority of respondents preferred a probabilistic
rather than a binary classification or unstructured reporting
to convey the probability that an observation is an HCC.
Our survey has shown that half of respondents used more
than one system in their clinical practice. The existence of
competing systems for HCC diagnosis provides a barrier to
adoption of a unified imaging system and introduce confusion, since the systems are inconsistent with each other.
Ultimately, it is hoped that these various systems will be
unified, thus providing a common framework whose core
components can be adjusted as appropriate to match local
and regional variations in healthcare systems, clinical
practices, and resources. The unification and standardization of HCC imaging systems will require identification of
potential barriers to adoption of the unified system in different geographic areas. Ultimately, such a unified system
will share core components with appropriate adjustments
to optimize for local healthcare systems, clinical practices,
and resources.
Additional requirements to achieve a unified system are
also highlighted in the respondents’ responses. Several HCC
imaging systems are used, often co-existing within the same
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region. Hence, achieving congruency between these systems, including Eastern and Western systems will be critical
for adoption of a unified system. Because numerous imaging methods were used for diagnostic purpose —including
CEUS, multiphase CT, multiphase MRI with extracellular
agents or gadoxetate disodium, and image-guided biopsies—, it is anticipated that any attempt at creating a unified diagnostic system should incorporate all these imaging
methods and contrast agents.
Several major imaging features were used for the diagnosis of definite HCC, none of which was unanimously
adopted by respondents. Based on scientific evidence, a
unified system should incorporate combinations of major
imaging features to assess the probability of HCC, while
respecting regional preferences such as emphasis on high
sensitivity in Eastern countries or high specificity in Western countries [28–30]. Overall, a large majority (94%) of
respondents used ancillary imaging features. This suggests
that a unified system could incorporate ancillary imaging
features to modulate the probability of HCC, as respondents
are already familiar with this concept.
Our survey had limitations. We reported descriptive
results but did not perform statistical comparisons between
regions because our survey was not designed or powered for
multiple comparisons. The survey was not designed to track
the total number of survey recipients and the response rate.
Except for members of the LI-RADS International Working Group whose membership was shared by the ACR, the
survey was forwarded to the mailing lists of two of the three
participating societies (SAR and ESR) without identification
of the recipients. Members of the LI-RADS International
Working Group were already familiar with the LI-RADS
components and imaging criteria. While this may have introduced a selection bias favorable to LI-RADS, the membership of this working group nevertheless included broad representation from five continents. Despite an effort to enroll
radiologists and liver experts from all regions and countries,
there was an unintentional underrepresentation of the Middle
East and Africa among respondents. Additionally, Asia may
be underrepresented relative to its demographic weight and
proportion of HCC cases worldwide. Hence, higher participation of experts from these regions would be of added value
in future studies considering the HCC disease burden these
regions bear. A majority of respondents worked in academic
settings or in liver transplant centers. The target audience
of our survey introduced a selection bias, as the over-representation of transplant centers may inflate the priority given
to high specificity in diagnostic criteria. However, this pilot
survey informs the design of future surveys which will need
to be larger and will include a more representative sample
of practicing radiologists, including those who do not work
in academic settings and/or a liver transplant center. Such a
survey will require logistical support by major radiological
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societies from across the world to achieve the desired wide
and unbiased dissemination.
In conclusion, practices and recommendations for imaging of HCC vary between geographical regions; future
efforts to develop a unified system should address regional
differences and potential barriers to adoption of a standardized diagnostic system for HCC.
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